Programme day by day Mondiali 2012
Last updating June 25th 2012
Tuesday July 3rd 2012
Running 1 bar and 1 restaurant
Wednesday July 4th 2012
Running 1 bar and 1 restaurant
10.00 – 16.00
Uisp children summer camps
12.30 – Piazza Antirazzista (meeting point)
On morning it will be organised a visit to “Cervi Museum” in Reggio Emilia, dedicated to experience
of life, work, fight of Cervi family, as attestation of the complex cultural, political and social tissue
featuring Emilia’s countries in the first half of 20 century.
18.00 – Piazza Antirazzista
Presentation of book “Negro Ebreo Comunista. Alessandro Sinigaglia, venti anni in
lotta contro il fascismo”, (Nigger Jew Communist. Alessandro Sinigaglia, twenty years in fight
against fascism), but we could continue: hardy of people, submariner, worker, professional
revolutionary, secret agent, militant, partisan, gap man. The banda Carità could not kill best. They
couldn’t torture him, but they ripped him two gold teeth, when he was already dead. With many
names: Sinigaglia, Verga, Gallone, Epoca, Garron… multiple personality, to be a unique
communist.
At the presence of the author, Mauro Valeri, moderator Federico Chiaricati, Anpi – Casalecchio di
Reno (Bo)
21.00 - Area Cinema
Projection of documentaries cared by D. E-R (Documentary authors of Emilia Romagna)
La mia bandiera, la resistenza al femminile (My flag. Resistance movement at feminine),
Giuliano Bugani and Salvo Lucchese, 2011 (52 min.)
Despite the great bravery and determination of men, the Resistenza movement could not be possible
without women. For many of them, the adhesion to liberation movement represented the acknowledge of
their condition, the assumption of responsibility and of roles overcoming domestic sphere they were usually
relegated to.

21.00 – Rude boys and girls Bar
Resident DJs from "Ska Fest Bologna" (Ska/rocksteady/Northern Soul)

Thursday July 5th 2012
All bars and restaurants will run all day long up to night
10.00 – 16.00
Uisp children summer camps
10.30-12.00 – BARaONDA
Yoga cared by Uisp Reggio Emilia
15.00 – Pitches
Shake hands with all the teams on the pitches
16.00 – 19.00 - Pitches
Football tournament (preliminary: matches 2x10 minutes, 1 match par team)
18.00 – Piazza Antirazzista
Italy would be best without CIE: identification and expulsion centers, places of refusal that
don’t solve the problems.
With: Don Andrea Gallo – San Benedetto al Porto community; Gianmarco De Pieri – Ya Basta!;
Cécile Kyenge – spokeswoman for national net “primo marzo”; Ciro Spagnulo – Center for foreign
workers CGIL Modena; Leonardo Tancredi – journalist of Piazza Grande
Coordination of Filippo Fossati – Uisp National President
19.30 – 21.00
Skating exhibition, cared by UISP Skate League
20.00 – BARaONDA
Role game: “Murder party – aperitif”, cared by UISP Traditional Games Area
All the evening table games will be at disposal – with the presence of UISP operators
21.00 – Rude boys and girls Bar
Aperitifs and DJs set
21.00 – Concert Arena
Las Karne Murta (Dirty Swing IT); Persiana Jones (Ska /Punk IT)
Followed by DJ set: Radio Città Fujiko (Mingo dj and Peter Skanking and guest) – Bologna
21.00 – Area Cinema
Projection of documentaries cared by D. E-R (Documentary authors of Emilia Romagna)
La vita che non CIE, Alexandra D’Onofrio, 2012 (54 min.)
Stories of Kabbour, Nizar and Abderrahim. Three names to tell about lives behind statistics of expulsions
machines. So numbers of minister of internal affairs come back to be men and women in flesh and blood.
With a real story who goes over the CIE, before and later, inside and outside the cage.

18 Ius Soli, Fred Kuwornu, 2011 (50 min.)

A grassroots documentary on issue of right to citizenship for whom born and grew in Italy by migrant
parents. Guys studying in our country, speaking our language and dialects, maybe they are not even visited
their background country. But they are not recognised Italians as the others.

Friday July 6th 2012
All bars and restaurants will run all day long up to night

10.00 – 16.00
Uisp children summer camps
16.00 – 19.00 - Pitches
Football tournament (preliminary: matches 2x10 minutes, 1 match par team)
10.00 – 19.00 – Pitches
Volley tournaments
10.00 – 12.00 – BARaONDA
Qi chong by Uisp Reggio Emilia
16.00 – 17.30 – BARaONDA
Body workshop “ABBRACCIAMONDO” (HugTheWorld), listen your body and the music you have
inside and we will dance together, cared by UISP Gymnastic League.
After the workshop: performance by group ABBRACCIAMONDO di Vallecamonica and Sebino
(Brescia).
17.30 – Bar and Breakfast
Ultras meet writer Alessandro Marchi, author of the book “Fegato e cuore” (Leaver and heart) and
Gianluca Marcon director and author of self produced documentary “E noi ve lo diciamo” (And we’ll
tell you).
“Fegato e cuore” tells about Steve Campbell, who has two hearts: one is in the living room under formalin;
the other one pulsates in his breast. The first stopped his career as English football star, the beats of the
second one scan a degraded existence in London East End, with West Ham matches as only reason for life.
When Vincenzo Caligiuri, young Italian immigrant, meets him serving hamburger in a fast food, can not
imagine as Steve will change his daily life. They will both share, between a stop in a pub, strange friends
and many football matches of multiethnic and colourful Bari Football Club on hard pitches of cold English
mornings.

18.00 – Piazza Antirazzista
Mondiali Antirazzisti: how to set a festival. What antiracism has to do with
environment and diet: distribution of resources and social injustices concerning the “hording” of
primary goods (water/energy/food). An unequal distribution in a global system that produces
discrimination.
With: Santino Cannavò and Manuela Claysset – UISP Environment Sector, Chiara Marzaduri - Alce
Nero, Roberto Gasparetto - Hera Sot Modena
Coordination of Pippo Russo – University of Florence
20.00 – BARaONDA
Rully Frully – music band that use instruments
All the evening table games will be at disposal – with the presence of UISP operators
21.00 – Rude boys and girls Bar
DJs set with: Barflyrena, Rude Fra, Deru J, Gighe DJ
21.00 – Concert Arena
Kaleidoscopic (Alternative / Grunge IT); Linea 77 (Alternative Metal Italiano IT)

Followed by: DJ Set: Radio Antenna 1 – 101.3 FM (Grande Discoteca Popolare)
21.00 – Area Cinema
Projection of documentaries cared by D. E-R (Documentary authors of Emilia Romagna)
Il suolo minacciato (Menaced ground), by Nicola Dall’Olio, 2010 (50 min.)

In last years in Pianura Padana area thousands hectares of ground lost because of a widespread urban and
infrastructural expansion. Starting from the case of Parma Food Valley, the movie faces national problem of
consume of ground and of urban dispersion, to propose alternative models of urban development.

E noi ve lo diciamo (And we’ll tell you), by Luca Marcon, 2012 (45 min.)

To tell about ultras means to tell about part of Italian society, to tell about 40 years of youth culture and
story, from music to autonomies, from politics to street cultures, from “group” rules to public opinion rules
that transformed the ultras in a violent misfit, according to the collective imagination.

21.30 – BARaONDA
Pizzica Folk Dance

Saturday July 7th 2012
All bars and restaurants will run all day long up to night
10.00 – 16.00
Uisp children summer camps
16.00 – 19.00 - Pitches
Football tournament (preliminary and final stages)
10.00 – 19.00 – Pitches
Basket and volley tournaments
10.30-12.00 – BARaONDA
Warm up cared by UISP Gymnastic League
14.00 - 16.30 – Pitches
Women football tournament
14.00-20.00 – Pitches
Softball tournament
11.00 – Sala fienile
Final conference of Uisp project “Diritti in campo” (rights on the pitch)
16.00-17.30 – BARaONDA
Body workshop “ABBRACCIAMONDO” (HugTheWorld), listen your body and the music you have
inside and we will dance together, cared by UISP Gymnastic League.
After the workshop: performance by group ABBRACCIAMONDO di Vallecamonica and Sebino
(Brescia).
18.00 – Piazza Antirazzista
Earthquake view from below: from Abruzzo to Emilia. What didn’t run? Management of
power between destruction and rebuilding; citizens’ self-organisation ability; issue of permit of stay
in areas hit by earthquake.
With: Andrea Covi – Uisp Modena president; Committee 3e32 L’Aquila; Association “Mani Tese”;
Cècile Kyenge Kashetu - spokeswoman for national net “primo marzo”; Clelia Bartoli – author of
the book “Razzisti per legge; l’Italia che discrimina” (Racists by law; Italy discriminating); Social
centre Guernica from Modena; Stefano Vaccari – Assessor for Sport, Environment and Civil
Protection of Modena Province; Donato Pivanti – General Secretary of Work chamber CGIL
Modena.
Coordination of Vincenzo Manco - Presidente Regionale Uisp Emilia Romagna
20.00 – BARaONDA
All the evening table games will be at disposal – with the presence of UISP operators
20.00 – Rude boys and girls Bar
DJs set with: Bianca W.T., Tommy (sons of Trojan)
20.00 – Space in front of Concert Arena
Final matches of football tournament
20.30 – Concert Arena
Award ceremony

21.30 – BARaONDA
Marakatimba percussion group
22.00 – Area Cinema
Projection of documentaries cared by D. E-R (Documentary authors of Emilia Romagna)
Ja Tarramutu: a travel inside city more mystified of Italy, by Paolo Pisanelli (89 min.).
The movie tells about the mystified and “media-observed” city of L’Aquila, which after the earthquake of
April 6th 2009 passed from resignation to revolution through thousands transformations, intertwining stories
of people, places, building sites, voices and laughter of “jackals”, business men who caused the
Wheelbarrow Protest, when the earthquake was no more a media news. “Take back the city!”, shouted
L’Aquila inhabitants and they organised to remove the rubbles, showing the willing to nor resign to silence,
even if forced to live in the peripheries of a ghost town.

This is L’Aquila, voices after 3 years from earthquake, by Andrea Cardoni and Andrea
Ranalli (23 min.)
“This is L’Aquila” is a collection of stories of who is living in a destroyed town, because of the earthquake of
April 9th 2009, that destroyed L’Aquila. Spotlights turn off on the city, but L’Aquila people still exist. How they
live now? How changes daily life of a town stopped three years ago?
International photographers network Shoot4Change and Anpas, National Association for public assistance,
unite strengths to turn on the light again on the memory of that tragic event.
Narrating voice and face: Moni Ovadia

22.30 – Concert Arena
Tremende (Ska/Reggae/Punk IT); Banda Bassotti (Ska / Punk IT)
Followed by: DJ set Il Fienile Circus; DJ Rude

Sunday July 8th 2012
09.00-16.00 – Pitches
Cricket tournament
10.00-12.00 – Concert Arena
“Popular Gyms present themselves”: open lessons of many disciplines, demonstrations, workshop
of boxing, martial arts and other sport.
10.30-12.00 – BARaONDA
Yoga cared by UISP Reggio Emilia
10.00-14.00 – Pitches
Big solidarity football tournament “Giochiamocela!” (Let’s play it!): with trams from zones hit by
earthquake and Mondiali teams. At the end delivery of contributions collected for the support to
sport societies hit by earthquake.
10.00-15.00 – Pitches
Demonstration of touch rugby and rugby tournament
14.00-16.00 – Concert Arena
“Popular Gyms present themselves”: open lessons of many disciplines, demonstrations, workshop
of boxing, martial arts and other sport.
16.00 – Concert Arena
National assembly of popular sport clubs and gyms

